
Platinum Series QH8007D High Definition 1080p Dome SDI camera with 50Ft Night Vision 
 

 
With a Q-See SDI camera, monitoring your home or business in HD clarity has never been easier. The 
QH8007D is a 1080p, high definition dome camera with night vision capabilities that is compatible 
with premium Q-See SDI DVRs. With a fixed lens, on-screen display for advance configuration 
options and an IR cut filter for clear images, the QH8007D stands above the rest with its array of 
features. The included professional grade, shielded RG-5U9 cables deliver power to the cameras and 
high definition video back to the SDI DVR, ensuring maximum video quality free of electronic 
interference. The camera comes with a built-in, fixed 3.6mm lens. The fixed lens offers a 65º - 70º 
field of view. Expect clear, crisp images day or night thanks to the quality camera sensor and HD 
digital resolution. Infrared Cult Filters also ensure that colors are accurate during the day and images 
are bright at night. These SDI cameras are only compatible with SDI DVRs such as the QT704, QT714, 
QT718 and QT7116. These cameras will not work with an NVR system or DVR system. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 High Definition Resolution: Catch all the details with the 1080p, 1000TV Lines, of resolution. These sleek cameras offer an impressive 1920×1080 
recording resolution in a sturdy all-metal housing that protects it from the elements. See faces, license plates and other objects at reasonable distances 
when you protect yourself with Q-See SDI cameras. 

 

 Fixed 3.6mm Lens: Each camera comes with a built-in, fixed 3.6mm lens. The fixed lens offers a 65º - 70º field of view. 
 

 On-Screen Display: An advanced on-screen display (OSD) functionality lets you customize each camera’s video signal to give the best results based on 
each camera’s location and situation day or night. Adjust backlight compensation, image sharpness and much more. 

 

 1/3 Image Sensor: Expect clear, crisp images day or night thanks to the quality camera sensor and HD digital resolution. Infrared Cult Filters also ensure 
that colors are accurate during the day and images are bright at night. 

 

 24 High Quality LEDs: Thanks to a set of high quality LEDs, the camera can see up to 50ft in complete darkness to always keep you protected. When 
additional ambient lighting is available, the cameras can see up to an impressive 80ft! 

 

 100ft Shield UL-Rated RG-59 Cables: The QH8007D comes with 100ft of quality, shielded RG-59U cables. This allows cables to be run through the wall 
and adds length and versatility without compromising video signal. The Cable can be extended up to a single run 500ft length. 

 



 Sturdy Dome Mount: This dome come with a preassembled dome mount for optimal visibility when placed on a flat surface. These cameras' mounting 
hardware also prevents vandalism by fully protecting sensitive camera wires behind the mount where they can be safely passed through walls. 

 

 Please Note: These SDI cameras are only compatible with SDI DVRs such as the QT704, QT714, QT718 and QT7116. These cameras will not work with an 
NRV system or DVR system. Only shielded RG-59 cable is intended for this camera. A 100ft shielded RG-59 cable is already included with this camera for 
your convenience. Cable length for this camera may not be extended by using BNC barrel connectors. 
 

What’s Included: 
 Platinum Bullet camera with bracket (QH8007D) 

 100ft. Shielded UL-Rated RG-59 Cable Included 

 Power Adapter 

 


